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Unlock the Full Potential of 

Your Benefits with PlanSource
Revolutionize your benefits management and engagement with PlanSource and 
break free from the limitations of HCM ‘all in one’ bundles. Empower your organization 
like never before.

BREAK FREE FROM ‘ALL IN ONE’ LIMITATIONS

HCM bundled solutions fall short in crucial areas 

like benefit administration, plan decision tools, 

support, and integration. They are also limited in 

solutions for ancillary functions like COBRA, FSA, 

Leave of Absence (LOA) billing and other wrap 

around services. Don't rely on external sourcing or 

your internal team when PlanSource offers 

scalability and eliminates unnecessary overhead 

costs and time.

CUSTOMIZATION WITHOUT LIMITS

Don't settle for limited benefit customization. 

PlanSource delivers extensive options and 

integrations to accommodate complex groups and 

plan designs.

CONTINUOUS PRODUCT INVESTMENT

Choose a benefit administration and engagement 

platform that prioritizes ongoing development and 

delivery to keep pace with your ever-changing business 

requirements. With PlanSource, you can invest in a 

solution that is dedicated to continuous improvement 

and ensures a dynamic experience for your organization.

BREAK FREE FROM INTEGRATIONS LIMITATIONS

Seamlessly connect all your benefits partners with 

PlanSource's extensive prebuilt integrations, 

eliminating frustration and streamlining your 

experience.

ELEVATE THE USER EXPERIENCE

PlanSource bridges the gap with an engaging 

platform that facilitates informed benefits 

decisions. Enjoy personalized messaging and 

robust communications for an unparalleled user 

experience.

Invest in your employees' benefits experience.
Choose PlanSource and liberate your organization from IT dependencies and third-party reliance. 
Unleash the full potential of your benefits investments and achieve greater value.

Experience a feature-rich employee lifecycle and benefits management by connecting your HCM 
provider with PlanSource. We are your go-to solution for taking your benefits administration and 
engagement to new heights. Partner with us to unlock the full potential of your benefits and provide 
an exceptional experience for your employees.


